
Appendix A

GLOSSARY OF DEFECT TERMINOLOGY
USED IN THE GARMENT INDUSTRY

This gloeaary baa been compiled as a reference to estab
lish a common language of defect terminology understand
.bl.. to the garment manufacturer and to his supplier. The
breakdown of the categories is as follows:

I. Cutting Room Defocta
II. Sewing Room Defocta

III. Finishing Room Defocta
IV. Closure Defects

V. Thread Defecte
VI. Interlining Defects

VII. Machinery Defecte
Inasmuch 8S so many defects can be the result of error in

more than one category, repetition of terms is unavoid
able. Still again. as the interpretation of the defect cause
may vary with the individual. for a complete understand~

ing, it is suggested that aU sections possibly related be
studied. It is recognized that many deiect terms listed in
the glossary cannot readily be detected by aU manufac
turers; yet, their exclusion would make the: ~lo8sary in
complete.
. A number of pbotographs have been included to illus
trate some of the most obvious defects.

1.
Glossary of Cutting Room Defect.s

Pattern Grading DeCectl
1. Grade Not Conforming to Specific3tion . measure

ments):
Finished product not measuring to speciried dimen·
siaM and component parts not titling in relationship
to notches. openings ::md !earns such as armholes.
~eeve heads~ neck banda, neck openings. 3ide seams.
mseaml5, walSt measurements and etc.

2. Distorted Grading:
Unbalanced patterns which would cause twisted
5e8ms, puckering. pleating and a general uneconomi·
cal yarda~e waste.

Marking Defects

\. Shaded Parts:
All component pans not included in :iame section.

2. Pieces not Symmetrical:
Will not sew together without puckering or pleating.

3. ~ot Marked by Directional Lines:
Bias will not lit together, causinq: twistin~. puckering.
pleating and a general mismatchin~ 0t" component
parts.

4. Skimpy :'vlarlring:
Marker did not use ou~ide penmeter of pattern.
Pattern moved after 'partially marked to tit into
space.

5. Notches and Punch Marks:
Left out. nOt clearly marked or misplaced.

.Ii. .Marker Too Wide:
"P3'!U,.,ijJ not C3tch In ·lay. causing skirnt'Y <.f3nnents
OT requiring recuts.

7; ~arker Too Narrow:
. Results In wasted material.

8. :'v1ismatchecl Pl3id~:

),1arker did not block t:omponent ;')a:--.:s :'J match.

9. Misdirected ~apping:

Patterns not marked in Jam~ dtrection .~n napRed
iabrics.

Eight

Spreading Defeeu

1. Uneven Spreading:
Front edge ot lay ia not even, resulting in front or
back edge of marker not catching all plys.

2·. Narrow Material:
Bolta or rolls of material too narrow to cover marker
width.

3. Miaoed Sectional Breaks:
Sectional marker breaks too long or too short. Parts
in lay will be short or material wasted.

4. Improper Tension:
Cloth spread too tight or too looee, causing parts not
to fit in sewing or distorting dimensions of garments.

5. Mismatching Plaids:
Material spread too loose or too tight. causing plaid
lines to run diagonaUy or bow.

6. Miodirected Napping:
Air pockets not removed. Napped material reversed
in spreading.

7. Improper Matching of Face of Material:
Not spread face down. face up or face to face as
required.

Cutting Defeets

1. Marker or Perforator:
Not stapled or stencilled on lay to catch both edges.
causing parts to miss in cutting. Too tight or too
loose. distorting dimensions of garment. Perforated
stencil not powdered. or inked. sufficiently to show
distinct lines, notches and punch marks.

2. Misplaced Piece Rate Tickets or Bundle :v1embers:
Attached to, or marked on, wrong bundles. causing
mixed. sizes or land shades.

3. Drill Marks:
Drill marks misplaced, not perpendicular, omitted or
wrong side drill used. . ...

4. Opening Slits:
Cut under. above. to the side or at incorrect an15le.
Not cut through ·entire bundle or omitted.

5. Improper Cutting:
Not following marker lines. resulting in distorted
parts. Letting knife lean. c3~sing tOP and bottom
ply. to· be of different sizes.

6. Notches:
Misplaced, too deep. too shallow or omitted.

7. Oil Spots:
Equipment improperly oiled or clea,ed.

8. Improper Knife Sharpening:
Causing ragged, frayed or fused. edges on bundles.

9. Knife or Scissol"3 Cut:
Piece d.mlged by over run in cutting previous piece.

Shade Marking: Defects

1. Pencil or Machine :Y1arking:
Too dark. tOO light. bleeding through. not l~gible 'Jr
marked on wrong side.

2. Stains:
Ink sUlim from 5t:Jmping or pin ticket machines.

3. Thermopiy OT P!n Ticket :vtarking:
Improperly placed or marked.



4. Mixed Plys:
Results in mixed shades.

Take Off and Bundling Defects

1. Not Stacked in Numerical Order:
Bundle numbers not in order on rack. skid or box.

18. Wrong Stitches Per Inch:
Normally caused by operators who lengthen stitch
to increase machine speed.

19. Skipped Stitch..:
Caused. by machine malfunction or excessive needle
heat due to friction.

40. Mislocated Reinforcement:
Where bartack or brad not in proper !ocation.

I
faulty machine or related eqwp·

Hole:
Damate caused by
ment.

Broken Stitches:
Often times the fault of wrong type of stitch for
specific seam construction. Could be caused by ex·
cessive tightness in machine tensions.

Cloeures Omitted:
Nonnally an oversight by operators or failure by in·
spectors.

Closures Misplaced.:
Inattention or inexperience by operating per3onnel.
or improper alignment with gauges.

Finished Components Not :'v1easuring to Tolerances:
Could be caused by faulty pattern. cutting. previous
operations in ~titching or by indifferent operator at
tention to the specified tolerance.

Dimensions out of Tolerance:
Same as above.

Notch.. Exposed:
Poor operator technique and execution. in not cover·
ing notch with seam.

Omission of Any Pan of Garment:
Poor work flow, inattentive operator. wrong work
tickets or poor inspection.

Twisted Seam:
Caused by improper alignment of fabric pieces. un·
even tension or pullan plies being stitched.

Pieces Not Aligned:
Pieces sewn together not matched to each other.

Reversed. Pieces:
Where piece is sewn with face side opposite from
specification; where part cut for one side of garment
sewn in other.

Excesaive FUlln8SB:
Caused where piece surface not smoothed prior to
stitching.

Uneven Edge:
Where stitching not straight or improperly formed in
creasing machine.

Ragged Edges:
Usually occurs where knives on automatic button·
hole machines do not dip smoothly.

Uncut Buttonhole:
Where knife failed to cut buttonhoie.

United Stitch..:
Where tying stitches on automatic machines fail to
secure.

22.

23.

20.

21.

25.

24.

29.

27.

26.

28.

30.

31.

33.

36.

34.

38.

Faulty Gauging:
Where operator has aot sewn seam to specified
margin.

Misaligned Closure:
Closure components do not line up.

Misplaced Component:
Where part not positioned according ';0 specific;ltIons.

39. Misaligned Seam:
Where seams .do not line up or cross specified point.

37.

35.

:32.

2. Matching Lining5:
Wrong size or wrong material.

n.
Glossary of Sewing Room Defects

1. SciMors or Knife Cut:
Self-explanatory ,

2. Tear:
Usually the result of excessi"'e strain or snagging on
manufacturing machinery.

. 3. Needle Chew:
Caused by use of \Vl'ong or blunt needle or machine
feeding difficulty.

4. Incorrect Material Shading:
Where components do not ma'tch exactly as ·to s~de.

5. Spots o.r Stains:
Nonnalty the result of a defective machine or a dirty
work area.

6. Loose Threads:
Can be caused either by malfonned stitching or poor
trimming techniques.

7. Puckered Seams:
An irregular seam surface usually caused by a) In·
herent fabric characteristic, b) needle puncture.
c) machine feed slippage or d) incorrect machine ap
plication.

8. Pleated Seams:
Caused by incorrect machine attachments. machine
sewing parts too large or small for fabric or seam de
sired. irregularly cut patferns or fabric irregularities
and operator feeding fabric faster than nonnal feeding
action of the machine.

9. Thread Breaks:
Wrong thread application, gewing machine malfunc
tion, defective thread.

10. Insecure Backstitching:
Original stitch row not covered with second seam.

11. Wrong Shade of Thread:
Either caused by basic pur.chasing error, manufactur
ing defect by thread 3upplier or operator selecting
wrong color from thread bin.

12. rrngular Gauge of Stitching:
Not wing correct. sewing machine or using single
needle machine where a multiple needle machine is
requind.

13. Open Seams:
Incon'8Ct folder or poor operator technique. Some
time. results from poor selection of type of seam for
fabric used or purpose of seam in garment.

14. Run Off>:
Openrtor not fullowillg marking or not using mec!lan
ieal aids such as edge guides to assure uniform stitch-
ing.

15. Wrong Seam or Stitch Type:
Management error in selection-or operating per
sonnel failing to follow specifications.

16. Looee Thread Tension:
TenaioDs not adjusted correctly by operator.

17. Tight Thraad Tension:
Same as above.



-41. 'Uneven Stitch:
CaUMd by operator apeedinc up machine too rapi~ly
or by holding baclt or pusbiDg- fabric through mo.chine
in variance with correct maChine feed.

42. Needle Pick:
Failure of operator to replace a dull needle.

43. Caught Place:
Where a compo_-pet of a pn;,.nt baa been caught
in an umelaW o_tilnL -

m.
Glossary of Finishing
Departmen~Defects

Trinllnina DeCecta
1. Thread not Trimmed or Threads not Trimmed. to

Specified Length:
Self-explanatory.

2. Cuts or Nicka:
Caused by inditl'erent handling of sciaeors. snipe or
mechanical trimmers. _

3. Seam Tean:
Frequently caused by the turning equipment used to
reverse garments in finiabing.

4. -Soil:
Caused by oil, greaIe or dirt. Often time. originating
from a dirty work area or machinery not properly
cleaned.

5. Streaka:
Markinp caused by !lOme types of turn boarda or
defectively finished trimminp.

Pr-aing DeCects

1. P.-.ina Omitted. Burned or Scorched Garments:
Self_lanatory.

2. Inadequate Preooing:
E'COlBive beat or pr.-ure ...uting in poor pleating,
fu1lDeu or twisting of a seam or garment surface.

3. Germents not Thoroughly Dried:
Resulting in exceuive wrinkling of gannent.

4. Improper Pre..ing Over Zippers or Other Cloaures:
Often produces a tear or unsightly impression on the
face of the garment.

5. Pockets or Linings not Pressed Correctly:
Causing wrinkles or ridges to appear on the surface
of the garmant.

6. Presaing Producing a Shine in Fabric:
Uaually caused by ell:cessive heat or incorrect type of
pressing surface.

FoidinC DeCects

1. Garment not Folded to Spoc:i1Icationa:
Self-explanatory.

2. Garment not Folded with ~oper Materials:
Cardboard, tiuue or other specified packaging ma
teriaJa omitted

3. Pitul or Folds in Garment Incorrect:
Pins in wrong location or folds not correctly aligned
for package.

4. Garments not Buttoned. Flys not Closed. Incorrect
Number Qf Pins:
Seli·~Ip1anatory.

5. Label not Showing:
Gannent not positioned in package to show label on
top surface.

Ten

Final Inapectlon Checkl
1. Proper Hang Ta. and F'J1!or IdlIltmcation not Applied:

Omiaion of fabric enntente vmIa... Fiber Product
IdaDtillcetioa Act. Haa tac- and label ahDuid cor·
•.........,t.

IV.
-Glossary of Closure Defects

ZIPPERS

SUd.r DelectI
1. Won't Lock:

Not apparent without teetint by placing Zipper slider
in locked poeition and applyma tenaion.

2. Faulty Dimensiona:
Not readily apparent. May cause either a hard or a
10088 operatint zipper. Either condition may result
in zipper Cailw-e before garment is worn out.

3. Cruahed Slider:
May be due to. improper garment pressing or to pad
~ or com~~tingsprings in the preeees not being
in D.t conditIon.

4. Tarniahed:
Dorea not pnerally interfere with operating qualities.
but ia • matter of appearance only. Judgin" this a9 a
defect dapenda upon dagree of tarniah.

5. Burn or Rough Spo",:
Not bnmediately aJ,'P&1'lnt. Can ca_ anagging and
oarIy .... on tha upper tepe.

6. Lock Prong Inter!ene:
Indicated by pull-tab not staying in locked poeition or
slider DOt mavin&' freely after beiDg released from
locked poeition. -

7. Weal< Slider Bodies:
Can best be determined. with proper testing equip
ment. However, manifests itself by slider becoming
compressed. or crushed under minimum pressure or
becoming d,istorted. enough to create hard operation.

Chain or Teeth DeCecte
1. Improper Dimensions:'

Not always apparent unless slider works with great
di1Ilculty or operates too easily. Zipper' may give
initial eatiafaetory operation but fail after only mod
erate.. \.I.M and especially after layndering or dry
clAnin•.

2. Mi_,""ed and Unmeshed Teeth;
Reedily viaible, particu1arly in large aina. Uaually
raulu in inoperable zipper.

a. Mioaina Teeth:
fteedily viaible, -particularly in large sizes. Will result
in aady failure of the zipper.

4. Misplaced Teeth:
TWa refers to a tooth being out of position, and acca·
9ionally may involve tWo or three teeth. Seriousness
ranges from trifling to almost as serious as a missing
tooth. depenp.ing upon degree of mispla.cement and
general design of zipper. tBy the latter. we refer. as
an exam.pie. to a tooth that is symmetrical, being less
prone to damage in this type of defect than is a non
symmetrical tooth.)



5. Humpy Chain:
Readily noticeable by its waviness. Causes difficulty
at sewing operation and futoN finished garment's
appea.rance.

6. Curved or Crooked Chain:
Same comment as with humpy chain.

7. Diacoloration:
Varies in degree and quite noticeable in extreme
condition.

8. 'Exposed Cord:
Not 'readily viaible. Reaulta from lop of teeth not
completely covering or clamping around the cord.
Except foc whet appears in s\iJht degree. exposed
coni tends to C8.UIIe hard operatlon and weakness of
the zipper under strain.

9. Cord not Attached to Tape:
Due to skipped stitches during operation ·of sewing
cord to tape. Not readily apparent but. under strain,
cord and teeth will rip away from tape and render
zipper and gannent unusable.

10. Length:
Improper zipper length for given opening.

Top or Bottom Stop Defecta

1. Missing Top or Bottom Stop:
Readily apparent and will result in zipper failure. If
facilities for attaching a top or bottom stop are not
available. then the ent.ire zipper should be replaced.
In some instances. bottom stops are attached at gar
ment plant. An improperly or poorly attached bot
tom stop may be result of carlessness on part of the
operator or of improper functioning of the bottom stop
machine.

2. Improper Dimensions of Top or Bottom Stop:
Not readily apparent. Results in stop pulling away
from fabric and may cause slider to jam. May not be
evident until the garment is in use.

Tape and Cord Defects

1. Color not Fast:
Fastness must be suitable to the garment but not
necessarily to the same degree as the gannent ma
teriaL Fastness to laundering and dry cleaning must
be sufficient to not stain other parts of garment. Can
be determined only by testing. Damage from lack of
fastness will be apparent only after consumer use.

2. Holes and Cuts:
Easily discernible and seriousness depends on size and
locaoon. Holes and cuts on· the inner stitch line or
between the inner stitch line and the teeth are serious.
Those beyond the inner stitch line are minor in im
portance .except as they may affect the appearance of
the finished garment.

3. Uneven Edge:
This is a minor a.ppearance defect. except that with
some tape constructions it is evidence of a possible
unevennesa on the oppoaite side to which the teeth
are attacbed and. in thiB case. could cause serious
physical weakness. This is especially pertinent where
the cord is sewn to the tape rather than woven in
at the time of ,manufacture.

4. Narrow or Varying Width:
T.bilo__ • prohlemenly at 'the sewing opet'llcon
and ge.tlerally wheD a .double needle .sewing operation
is used. Narrow tape permits outer row of stitching
to run off the edge and. although not ~rious, it
doesn't provide maximum strength and mars the
appearance. If tape is too wide beyond the outside
row of stitching, it may mar the appearance and. in
addition, may fold over and catch in the slider when
the zipper is opened or closed..

5. Reeding:
Yarn .lippa~e not apparent except under teot. Will
reduce the lIfe of the zipper. .

6. Otf~color:

This defect i~ Quite apparent. Zipper manufacturers
normally carry a complete range of tape colors. Due
to similarity of different colors. one may be mistaken
for another. It is also possible, because of color
similarities or difference in dye lots. that the two
halves of the zipper will have two different shades of
tape.

NYLON SPIRAL ZIPPER
Slider Defect. ,

L Won't Lock:
Same as for metal zipper!_

2. Crushed Slider:
Same as for metal zippers.

3. Lock Prong Interferes: _ - _. - -~~_._.

Indicated by slider not moving freely downward from
locked position.

4. Weak Slider Bodies:
Same 8S for metal zippers.

Coil Defects

1. Miameshed and Unmeshed Coil:
Unmeshed chain below the slider. except when caused
by inadvertent coil damage, can be re-engaged by
operation of the slider over the disengaged portion.

2. Coil not Securely Attached to Fabric:
Due to improper stitching or to m·echanical damage
to stitching. Slight irregularities of stitch pa ttern
are not serious but. if more than one consecutive
convolution is not secured. failure early in life of
garment is likely. .

Top or Bottom Stop Defect~

1. Missing Top or Bottom Stop:

Readily apparent and will result in zipper failure.·

2. Improper Dimensions of Top or Bottom Stop:
Not readily apparent. Results in stop Pul.l.i.nc away
frnm fabric.

3. Improperly Located Stop:
If top star. or bottom stop does not contain the end
of the coi • it will pennit coil to loosen from fabric,
interfering with slider operation.

Tape and Co['d Detects

Same as for metal zippers except Point 3 does not
apply,

M:etalButtons

, Improperly Attached:
This may be due to lack of sufficient reinforcement
at point of attachment. material at point of attach~

ment too thin or too thick. or material at point of
attachment not even. i.e., several thicknesses under
part of closure and less than that under other part.
or improper attaching machine adjustnynt.

2. Misplaced.:
This may be due to operator error ·or lack of proper
positioning gauges.

3. Marred or Defaced:
This,may be caused by improper finisb.~ in button
manufaeturin~ process, by overloading of hoppers on
attaching machine or by improper attaching dies.

-\:. Tarnished or Off-color:
:\IIay be caused by improper tinishin~ in hutton manu
facturing process or by buttons bein~ beld ~n stock
too long. C~rtilin fabric tinishes :lnd dyes react un
favorably on met31 plating. Nickel pbtin~ is most
capable of resisting chemical n~al:tion.

5. Damaged or Cmshed:
:.1ay be due to lack uf paddinl{ Dr <.:ompensatin~

,.,., .....



Rivet. & Burr!
The tim four points listed in reference to Metal Buttons
also apply in regard to Rivets and Burrs.

Snap Futeners
All de{ectJ, listed under Metal Buttons also apply to
Snap Futenera. In addition, the following items should
aloo be coD8idered:

1. Hard Action:
In liIht-weight gooda. thia may mult in .tud or
socket pulling tnroulh tha material. The map
fUtener manufacturer can be of help in recommend
ing proper tension of stud in socket for weight of
larmant material.

2. Lilht Action:
Snap fastener does not stay closed because of lack
of proper tensions. Same comment applies 8S for
tight closure.

Booka & Eyes

1. Improperly Applied:
This is usually caused by a careless operator or im
·properly adjusted attaching equipment, and correc
tiona are usually simple when apparent.

2. Improper Alignm,ent:
Gauges are available for attaching eq~ipm~nt to as
sure p'roper alignment in positioning. This is a neces·
sity if garment is to have a properly tailored look.
if the top of the zipper is extended into the waist·
hand of the traWler, than the hook and eye should be
offset to prevent it from hitting the zipper material.

3. Poor Finish:
May be tha result of improper finishinl or pockinl
of the metel .urface. and, while this defect doe. Dot
interfere with the fUnctional operation. it may not
leave the desired tiniabed appearance of the garment.
Improper platinl could rault in root if ex~ to
damPNl8ll·

4. TigAt C1oeure:
Attaching equipment ill fitted with an adjustable
feature permitting secure application of hook and
eye to either light or heavy-weight goods. If closures
seem too tight, then one should immediately check
the attach.ing equipment for proper adjustment.

5. r.o- Cloeure:
Same comment as with Ti,ht closure.

Plutie Buttons
1. Undercure:

Not apparent without testing in laboratory. Causes
lack of compressive strength and poor resistance to
'RUbiDg and ironing.

2. Faulty Material:
Sam. comment as with Undercure.

3. Extreme Va.riatiorul in Thickness:
Button functionally satisfactory but will probably
cause a problem if automatic button feed is used.

'- .lncompletery Formed:
A TBe' defect ·and io uouaIIy C&"l(ht during butt<lO
manufacturing process.

5. Sharp Edges:
Vitally important not to have sharp edges if auto·
matic feed. is used.

6. Flash Adhering to Button:
Same comment as with Sharp edges.

7. Soiled:
May be cauaed by dirty container3 or careless hand..l·
inK·

springs in presses.
checked fre~uent1y
proper candlnon.

Springs and padding should be
to make sure that they are in

8. Rough or Dull Surfaces:
Tbi9 is not a serious fault except in cases of extreme
roughnesa or poor surface appearance.

9. Thin and Wealt Where Thread Bunch Occurs:
Thif. is not common but generally causes breakage
at the hridge.

10. Non-Uniform. Inaccurately Spaced. Chipped or
Blocked Se... Hoi.:
Thia type of deteet ja·...,""'tim.. not noted durinl the
~arment manulaeturinl o{"'ration and can slip put
InSpection unnoticed. hut It frequently causes needle
breakage w cut tbned.

11. Non-Uniform Color:
This deflct varies in degree and may not be serious
eDough to claaaify a garment as a second.

Pearl Buttona

1. Faulty Material:
Not apparent without laboratory testing. There are
ae many 8S five quality ~ad'l. Better and more uni
form appearance is atta.uled in the higher quality.

2. Extreme Variations in Thickne..:
Button functionally satisfactory but will probebly
cause a problem if automatic button feed is used.

3. Incompletely Formed:
A rare defect and is usually caught during button
manufacturing process.

4. Sharp Edges:
Vitally important not to have sharp edges if automatic
feed is uaed.

5. Roulh or Dull Surfaces:
This is not a serious fault except in cuee of extreme
roughness or poor surface appearance.

6. Thin and Weak Where Thread Bunch Occurs:
This is not common but generally C&UMS breakage at
the bridge. Leu applicable to ocean pearl than to
frMh _ter.

7. Non-Uniform. Inaccurately Spaced. Chipped or
Blocked Sew Hol08:
Thia type of defect is sometimes not noted during the
garment manufactu.ring 0l?tlration and can slip past
inspection unnoticed, but It frequently causes n~dle

breakale or cut thread.

8. Non-Uniform Color:
This defect varies in degree and may not be serious
enough to classify a garment as a second.

V.
Glossary of Thread Defects

Windinl

1. Under Wound: I
. Thread wound over or under itself. This causes
thread to pull oft cones or spool unevenly resulting in
breakage..

2. Wind too Open:
Tends to _ thread package too large.

3. Wind too Close:
Thread will not pull off smoothly. Makes package
less than uniform size.

4. Wind too Tight:
Tends to over stretch thread. which reduces eiooga·
tiOD.

5. Slipped Spool:
Common mosdy to .spools rather than cones. Body
of thread not secure against spool or cone.

Twehe



VI.
Glossary of Interlining Defects

2. Insufficient Carton Strength:
Self.explanatory.

Storage

1. Thread DeterioretiDa;
, Due' to improper etore.e such as exposure to acids.
extreme heator~

2. Too Long in StOrage<
Thread left too.lo~~ tends to dry out. This
is partly dependent • iClIL'*torege conditioll8... "

Transit

1. Trenait Demas.:
Raultinll in broken apooIa. crushed con.., dirt. cuts.
ete.

1. Holes:
Resulting from greig. gooc:la weaving, fin~hing. or
needle cuts such as would occur in the sewing opera·
tion.

2. Stains:
Mill stains. oil spots. or .other stains which.are. ~ither
in the basic fabrIC or wh'Ch have been acqulred In the
sewing operation.

3. Mill Splices:
Butted seams or splices which have been overlooked
in the converting operation.

4. Weaving Defects:
Fabric imperfections at the mill.

5. Off·sbades:
Defects which occur from lot to lot or within a lot,
the shading wherein the interlinings in the garme~t
show two or three different shades of the same baS1C
color.

6. Too Bias:
Cutting of the pan: baa been cuI on too biss an angle
and therefore does not sew in properly.

7. Broken Quilted Stitches:
Occur in the quilting of the gannent lining and which
are not apparent until after the garment has come to
the inspection department.

8. Incorrect Weight:
A lighter or heavier weight interlining has been used
than what is properly standard for the garment.

9. Improper Finishes:
Finishes which are weak. brittle, have long selvages.
hard to cut or hard to sew.

I
different sizes or

Uneven Width of Waistband:
A variation in the overall width of the waistband and
or the fold on the waistband which does not permit an
even set in your sewing operation.

Mismatched Band End.:
Usually caused by the use of two
shades of banda.

11.

10.

Finiob

1. Lack of Finish:
Results in poor oe_bility.

2. Excessive Finish:
Excess coma off on needle. reducinc sewing ability.

3. Ul18venly Applied Finish:
Causes erratic sewing perfonnanca.

Dyeing

I. Color not a. Specified on Original Order:
Self·oxplanatory .

2. Color not Matching Thread Previously Shipped:
Self·explanatory.

3. Crocking:
Excess of dyo on throad that rub. off.

4. Bleeding:
Insufficient color fastness.

5. Streaked Dye:
Not evenly applied.

Spinr'-,'
1.' SI.<,:' WUlt:

.lDaulIIciomt twist in thread.

2. llinrp<lli Ply:
en.. of the plies b.-ka in maDufactl:lring, producing
a oection of tbnad with one 1... ply than speci1led.

3. C~ Twist:
Ul18ven tension in twistiq~ producing a
..worksCN\..•· otfel:ton oun.... of thnad. . .

4. Lint Accumulation:
Extn.n80tlS matter causht inopjmling.

5. S1l1b&:
A short section in the apinning where tho cotton is
not properly "PW'-

6. Plied Knots:
A break in all tho plio ",joined by a knot.

7. Single Knot:
A breok in the individual ply which has been rejoined.

8. Poor Balance,
The condition in which the twist of the individual
plies does not balance correctly with the twist of the
combined plies.

9. Mixed Yam:
When the individual plies are of diiferent yam count.

10. Insufficient Tensile:
When thread tensile is not normal for thread of its
me and finish.

11. Uneven Spinning:
Low spots that would reduce tensile. High spots that
would tend to make the thread too large for a needle.
Both would cauee thread breakage.

12. Dirty Threed:
Greue or dirt in thnad proct!S8ing machinery.

Labeling

1. Thread not·...·Stated ·on .Label:
(a) Thread size.
(b) Yardage of package.
(c) Color.
(d) Type of fastness of color.
(e) KlI1d of finish (soft. mercerized. glazed or other)

Packing
1. Poody Packed in Carton:

Causing chafing or crushed comes in transit which
weakens thread.

VIT.
Glossary of Machinery Defects

A. Sewing MachiQes a.nd Attachments

1. Needle Picking:
Threads broken or material weave distorted by sew
ing machine needle having burred point.

2. Needle Cub:
Threads broken or material damaged by needles.
caused by incorrect size, point or design or' neeJle.

/



Hoi.. or Marks:
Caused by drag on gannent while being transported.

Raveled Stitches:
Can result (rom part~l severance of thread.

Ripped Seama:
Faulty adiu.stmeut of. stackers or work moving
equipment.

5. Shine or Glass Finish:
Incorrect combination of heat. presaure and press
covering.

nails.
Tears:
Result.!; from rough edges, comers protruding
screws. bolta, etc. and/or careless handling.

ISoiled Garments:
Usually the result of excess oiling, poor housekeeping,
improper handling" or -careleMD". sub-standard
equipment.

C. PreaainC Equipment

1. Scorch:
Equipment temperature too high for fabric: garment
subjected to pressing beyond specified limits, or not
condition.ed properly prior to pressm•.

2. Water Spots:
Caused by leaks in pressing unit or improper steam.

3. Clc.ure Damage:
Cloeed. pre8lu.re of preu too great, insu1Iicient pre!8
pedding.

4. Damp Finish:
Vacuum system in need of draininl. steam too moist.

6. Flattened Nap:
Pressing on incorrect equipment.

7. Grid Plate Mark:
Incorrect eeleetion of grid plato andlor padding.

2. T••r:
Raeulta from machine malfunction or improper hand
ling by operator,

3. Ripped Seam:
Same .. 2.

4. Scorch:
Machine temperatun too high for fabric. or operator
failure to remove piaea at proper time.

5. MaJ!ormad Piece:
RauJts from wcbina fault aDd/or adjustment or
failun of operator to pomtinn piece properly.

6. Shading:
Whore tamperatun of machine changea color of fabric.

E. Work Handling Equipment

Snal!':
Usually caused by careless handling or faulty equip·
ment.

D. Trimmin. Equipment --- ...-...- --

Defect terminolo,y for this category is effectively de·
scribed in the firnshing department section. _

10. Twisted Seam:
Uneven feeding caUMd by improper selection and ad
justment of fittings.

11. Pleated:
Incorrect selection and adjustment of attachment. or
by a damaged feed tooth.

12. Slipped Seam:
Caused by stitches too long. insufficient seam margin.

13. Seam Grin:
Improper adjustment of tensiON.

14. Raw Edges:
An e%p088d edge of fabric due to poor folder adjust·
ment.

15. Staggered Stitch:
Usually caused by faulty feed motion or use of wrong
tyPe needle and lor fittings.

16. Skipped Stitch:
Caused by faulty loo~. needle. hook, incorrect ten
sions or machine timmg.

17. Broken Stitch:
Caused by tight tension, excessive machine speed,
sharp feeds or too much pressure.

18. Stitch Formation:
Improper adjustment of tension, 6tting9 or machine
timing.

19. Ravelled Stitch:
CaUHd by feed dol' cuts on thread, skipped stitches
and unbalanced tensioM. •

20. Uneven Stitch:
Caused by excessive machine speed, improper fittings,
worn machine parts.

21. Soiling:
Resulta from incorrect oiling, improper cleaning of
.machine. improper belt guard or defective m8cbine

· 3. Incorrect Needle:
Reeults in cuts. burm. picking and poor sewability.

4. Needle Bums:
Scorched or fUAed thread or fabric caUll8Ci by-excessive
friction.

5. Feed Chew.:
CaUled by excessive machine speeds. improper selec-
tion andlor adjuotment of fitting.. .

8. Faed Cutll:
CanMd hy uae of wrong type or size feed dogs for the
fabric UMd. excusive feed preseure. improper align
ment of pressure -foot with feed surface. worn or
clamalPd throat plAte.

7. FMd Marks:
Improper feed selection Jor material sewn. improper
alignment of foot and feed.

8. Attachments:
Incorrect selection and/or adjustment for specific job
intended.

9. Pucker:
The gathering of material resulting from improper
tension adjustment, fittings selection and adjustment,
needle selection.

B. Part Forming Machines

I. Spots or Stail18:
Caused by wet steam, rust or oil.
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